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This report sets out to retrospectively document, analyse and take an evaluative overview of a 
programme of Early Years work by Adesola Akinleye for DancingStrong; the making and touring of two dance
works, ‘Light Steps’ and ‘Found’ and the curriculum support work delivered through the ‘Dancing Spaces’ 
project.
 
Rather than take a standard evaluation approach, this report draws upon a combination of feedback 
that was designed and collected during earlier touring, and retrospective questionnaires and interviews 
that were undertaken in 2020 to gauge long term impact. As such, we are sifting through information collated
for different purposes to find the shared resonances which DancingStrong can reflect and build upon with
future partners and settings.
 
Commissioned as part of a company development programme funded by Arts Council England 
Cultural Recovery Funds this work sits within DancingStrong’s ongoing Movement Lab work, serving 
as a hub for interdisciplinary somatic-based inquiry, practice-as-research ontology, performance, 
texts and film projects. As the past year has seen much of the world’s creative work move into the 
digital sphere as a response to Covid 19, while DancingStrong’s community-based partner
settings respond to their own pressing needs and demands, this report will also note the opportunities, 
needs and risks present for the company’s practice in our Covid world.
 
The recommendations made in this report aim to create strategies for a clear, achievable identity for the
company’s Early Years work, connecting it to the company’s wider practice while holding the company’s aims
and philosophy.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Image: The company's musical designer shows children 
how to play a violin 



M E T H O D O L O G Y
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Drawing on pre-existing data, this report

draws upon responses that reflect a range

of the company’s Early Years stakeholders:

young audiences, parents/guardians,

nursery and school teachers, venue

programmers and a museum partner.

 

While the feedback from young audiences

and their parents/guardians was collected

during the 2018/19 tour of Light Steps and

Found, the surveys and interviews with a

group of seven settings and partners,

interviewed separately, took place in 2020. 

For some of these respondents,

their last direct engagement with the

company was in 2017 and so to frame

questions, DancingStrong stressed its

interest as an exercise in how and what

we remember as well as the work’s impact

legacy, sharing short films of the

work to prompt memory. 

“We believe dance/the arts are not a luxury

but a right for everyone; the right to be physically literate, have a positive

relationship with one’s body and body image, and to feel comfortable expressing

and sharing our stories and experiences through the non-verbal medium of

movement. It is integral to an artist’s work and growth to develop a strong

link with the community. DancingStrong Movement Lab creates work that is

interactive, collaborative and engages with public pedagogy. To this end we

play with traditional and non-traditional dance forms to create exciting

performance pieces and programs, with a particular interest in site-specific

choreography, installation-based work and audience interaction using new

technology, arts in education and narrative research-based enquiry.” 

Dr Adesola Akinleye, Artistic Co-Director

C O M P A N Y
P H I L O S O P H Y

Aware that what seemed significant to the

company may not be what settings found

significant, questions and conversation

sought to explore what has stuck, what

has changed and what plans and needs

there might be in the future.

Given the small group of respondents and

acknowledging the challenges of

obtaining data during a pandemic,

especially for front line workers such as

teachers, this report does not claim a

rigorous evaluation methodology,

positioning itself rather as reflections for

strategic considerations.



The work is created through a partnership between Turner Contemporary, Margate, Akinleye (then 
DancingStrong Artistic Director), and Bromstone Primary School, Kent. Aiming to develop gallery 
engagement with children through the making of new work, Light Steps is created as a response to 
the Turner's Summer 2014 exhibit of Spencer Finch’s ‘The skies can’t keep their secret’. The making 
of Light Steps as a new work begins in Spring 2014, funded by Arts Council England and Middlesex 
University; with funding from the University of Michigan, Flint (USA) supporting scenographic 
collaboration between Akinleye and costume designer Shelby Newport. Later Andy Hammer takes 
over scenography and design for touring the work.

Light Steps tours to Stratford Circus and to four schools in the South East 
Akinleye and Newport (with local musicians) hold three Light Steps performances with two schools in
Flint, Michigan
Seven-minute Light Steps  film created as an aesthetic experience for young audiences

Light Steps tours to six theatres and children’s settings in the South East and South West

Ila Project, the foundations of the new touring work ‘Found’ begins with three museums and galleries;
The Flint Institute of Arts, Bristol Museum and Art Gallery, and V&A Museum of Childhood, with
groups of children from three neighbouring schools. Supported by Arts Council England, Pavilion
Dance South West, Middlesex University, One Dance UK, and People Dancing, the work extends the
process of engaging young people with museums and galleries. ILA project asked: How do children
(particularly those from diasporas that extend beyond their local geography) reclaim museum/gallery
spaces and have a voice in the cultural curation of their city/town ? How do we support these children
in telling narratives of Self that authentically speak to their twenty-first-century circumstance?

DancingStrong residency with Trinity Arts draws together childrens’ responses for a first performed
work, ‘Found’. This is shared with children, their families, teachers, and school staff with a facilitated
feedback session. 

 2014 

 Autumn 2015 

 Spring 2016 

 Autumn 2016 

 Spring 2017

P R O J E C T
C H R O N O L O G Y
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Akinleye and performers return to studio for final development and polishing ‘Found’. The work is
performed in partner museums to school partners and public audiences.
Light Steps receives commission support for re-development from Take Art’s ‘Hopper’ programme
of performance for Early Years, for a year of development and three seasons of touring

Found and Light Step tour UK nationally to over 1,600 children in theatres, schools, children’s
centres and community settings 
Film of the ILA project process is completed and shared so that young people from the three sites
can see each other's process. 

 Summer 2017

 Spring & Autumn 2018

Spring 2019
‘Dancing Spaces’ work begins with two settings in Bristol. Supported by Bristol City Council 
Originators funding offers further performances and produces a dance resource for Early Years 
work (an A-Z of dance and a box of creative props and materials).
Akinleye publishes a paper in the Journal for Dance and Somatic Studies about the experience of 
touring the children’s work - ‘[…] wind in my hair, I feel a part of everywhere […]’: Creating dance 
for young audiences narrates emplacement. 
Found and Light Step tour nationally to theatres, festivals, children’s and community settings 
Light Steps receives commission support for re-development from Take Art’s ‘Hopper’ programme 
for Early Years work
‘Dancing Spaces’ work begins with two settings in Bristol. Supported by Bristol City Council 
Originators funding this offers further performances and produces a dance resource for Early Years 
work (an A-Z of dance book and a box of creative props and materials).

P R O J E C T
C H R O N O L O G Y
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https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/intellect/jdsp/2019/00000011/00000001/art00004
https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/intellect/jdsp/2019/00000011/00000001/art00004


DancingStrong’s Artistic Co-Directors,
Adesola Akinleye and Helen Kindred each
have established practices in Higher
Education, training the dance force and
interrogating dance through research. They
guide DancingStrong’s interdisciplinary
somatic-based, practice-as-research
inquiry through the creation of
performance, texts and film projects.

The company functions as a
Movement Lab, mobilising research and
facilitating community -based art
projects and performances and
professional work. Informed by academic
work which seeks to further the knowledge
and practice of dance, the company’s role
as researchers and educators provides a
pedagogic through-line for DancingStrong’s
work with communities and here in
particular, for Akinleye's work with Early
Years settings staff and children.

Specialising in somatic practice, the
company’s approach provides an open and
accessible framework for collaborating with
communities. Interested in how the body
experiences and holds knowledge,
Akinleye and Kindred have a democratic
approach that values the different types of
meaning, impact and expression that
dance can offer, regardless of ‘technical’
ability. As such, the company’s work aligns
with current arts policy of cultural
democracy that recognises the value of
creativity beyond established hierarchies of
'great art’.

Through connecting Early Years partners
with local museum and gallery institutions,
the company sets out to make ‘high art’
accessible to early years groups.
Conversely, the work also upturns notions
of cultural ownership and what constitutes
sites of culture; working and performing in
non-arts settings, consciously responding
to found and sensory environments, and
validating the ability of young children to
shape professional work by engaging with
them as consultants.

The company are interested in
building long-term relationships with
settings, and frequently design work with
partners who have collaborated with
DancingStrong in the past. While the
company aim for these relationships to
equip setting staff with skills to embed
dance in their work, the partner contact is
necessarily restricted by project
length and resources. As following children
through their whole school life to
chart long-term impact is unviable for the
company, these re-visits serve to
observe levels of staff confidence with
dance in the context of changes over
time in staff roles, staff members, class
members and curriculum changes,
allowing the company to refresh, check and
adjust their offer.

A .  C O M P A N Y
S T R A T E G I E S
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Directed and choreographed by

Adesola Akinleye this interactive

performance work is created especially

for young people and family

audiences. ‘Light Steps’ takes

inspiration from artist Spencer Finch’s

exhibition at Turner Contemporary,

Margate 2014; The Skies can’t keep

their secret. 

The work premiered in the exhibition

space in August 2014. Light Steps takes

the audience on a 40-minute magical

journey using light and colour as a

portal through moments in time.

Characters and objects in the work are

inspired by drawing and dance

created with young people during a

primary school residency in

Broadstairs, Kent. 

American based costume designer

Shelby Newport developed the

drawings and reflections of the young

people at Bromstone Primary School.

Scenography after the R&D stage was

taken over by Andy Hammer, who

collaborated with Akinleye in the

making of the work to transport the

audience to a colour-filled world of

moving dance, with live music

composed and performed by Jake

Alexander. 

The work was re-commissioned by

Take Art’s Hopper programme in 2017,

supporting development of the work’s

interactivity and production design for

young people under 3 years.

www.lightstepsdance.com

L I G H T  S T E P S
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Add a little bit of body text
Image: Three dancers perform Light Steps with a doll and a paper bird

http://www.lightstepsdance.com/


Ila project developed methods of 
engagement for young people in the 
curation of making dance that Akinleye 
noticed emerging from the experience of 
making Light Steps. The project engaged 
three schools (one each in London, Bristol 
and Flint) and museums local to the 
schools (V&A Museum of Childhood, 
Bristol Museums and Gallery and Flint 
Institute of Arts) in making an interactive 
performance work that the young people 
involved named ‘Found’. This process of 
empowering young people to be involved in 
the curation of the making of professional 
performance work has become a project 
format that can be used with other schools 
and arts organisation collaborations with 
Akinleye and DancingStrong.

Found 
Join two dancers and a musician as they
find themselves cast adrift on their own
islands. Connecting across the divide, they
embark on a journey through enchanted
lands, where sound waves ripple through
bodies and the lines that connect us
become visible. 

Made for young audiences with enquiring
minds, ‘Found’ looks at what connects us
to each other and to what surrounds us. 
In our ‘found’ world, we visit three islands –
Island of Discover, Island of Wonder and
Island of Communication. the characters
explore their own islands before
discovering each other and venturing to
each other’s homes. sharing gifts and
qualities from each other’s islands, they
complete each other and develop a
friendship that allows them to set off to
journey together. 

www.ilaproject.com

I L A  P R O J E C T  A N D
F O U N D
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Image: Two dancers and a musician perform Found to a primary school
audience at Bristol Museum and Art Gallery

http://www.ilaproject.com/


Aligned with the early years’
education ethos of child-led learning,
Akinleye's process adopted by
DancingStrong’s empowers young
children to recognise and enact their own
creativity. Informing the project work is the
overarching concept of self-actualisation, a
theme that recurs during the performances,
both passively, with children learning as
the performers ‘do’ and actively during the
moments of participation within
performances. 

The research and consultation work with
children sees them undertaking their own
creative responses to the selected
artefacts across a range of art-forms –
making craft as well as making sound and
movement. As active agents, they become
creators of their own work during the
process while also playing a valued role as
co-creators of professional work.

The recent re-appraisal of cultural
capabilities within arts policy (see Amartya
Sen and Martha Nussbaum) recognises
the potential of this approach to build
diverse and committed audiences while
enabling a more widely-engaged and 

diverse community of artists, moving
towards a cultural ecology that is more
equitable and also more creative.

Under the direction of Akinleye and
Kindred, DancingStrong typically chooses
to work with setting partners who are from
culturally marginalised and socio-
economically disadvantaged backgrounds.
The schools the company engaged with for
this work each work closely with the
children’s families; one school is a Hospital
school (where the company focused work
with the Sickle cell unit) and others have a
high percentage of parents from non-
English speaking countries in North-East
Africa and the Middle East. Parents
regularly volunteer to support school
activities, and were present for the
company’s sharing and museum visits,
observing the work with their children. Set
against the very real and ongoing attrition
in resources for creative education, the
involvement of families offers routes for
sustained, creatively engaged lives.

B .  W I T H  E A R L Y  
Y E A R S  S E T T I N G S
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Image: Young audience members play with
the coloured oil frames from Found

With Early Years Settings



Developed from Akinleye's initial methods
for the creation of Light Steps and Ila
project (the making of Found), Akinleye
and Kindred see Early Years work as
collaborative, with groups of young people
participating as movement consultants,
actively shaping a new professional
performance. Responding to visual arts
stimuli, the work is interactive, features live
music and introduces young people to a
multi-dimensional, cross art-form
relationship with creativity.

Light Steps and Found each
followed a similar creative process:

1. The company works with the
gallery or museum to identify the
artwork/artefacts that the project will
respond to

2. Settings are introduced to the
artworks, either visiting them in situ or
via a visit to the setting from a curator
who brings the artefacts

3. The company and setting discuss
themes provoked by the artwork and
undertake creative exercises to explore
these. The creative exercises are multi-
art form and include discussion, writing,
games, movement, music and craft
making.

4. The company return to studio and
devise work informed by the children’s
input

5. The company returns to the
settings, sharing the work for feedback
from children, their families, and school
staff.

6. Final devising and polishing of the
professional work takes place ahead of
touring, which includes performing the
full, finished work to setting audiences,
either as special performances or
alongside public audiences.

P R O C E S S
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Artefacts clockwise:
Fish wind up toy, China 1970 - 1980, V&A
Museum of Childhood.  Imbenge Pot
Cover, Artist Unknown, South Africa,
Bristol Museum & Art Gallery. Alexander
Calder, Big Red, Flint Institute of Arts. 
 Ostrich Egg Honey Pot, Artist Unknown,
Somaliland,  Bristol Museum & Art Gallery.



The relationships between
DancingStrong and school partners
depend upon trust and the willingness to
take risk. The time and contact required to
build these relationships should not be
under-estimated; while partner feedback
was overwhelmingly positive in terms of
describing the experience of working the
company, teachers remained hungry for
further arts activities. 

The resources created through
the DancingSpaces programme have
partially addressed this; providing
accessible stimuli for dance activities.
Additionally, one school reports how the
work has made them reassess their use of
outdoor space for dance and movement.

Yes, we are using the A-Z resource you
gave us. I find this really helpful myself
as a teacher and it gives useful
guidance which is clear. So, thank you.
The children are engaging with the
resource well. We have had a tricky IT
problem to overcome where we can't
play music over SONOS at the
moment so that it holding us back but
we reverted back to an old-fashioned
CD player with CD and that seems to
work. The children have been more
creative, I feel, when we have done a
dance session outside in our shelter/
garden area. Maybe it is due to having
more space? The ribbons are
working very well. I feel that for young
children having something to move
has helped with them understanding
movement. The children are
benefiting from being even more in
tune with their bodies and
movements.

1 1

Image: Primary school children join a company workshop at Trinity Centre 

With Early Years Settings

VALUE AND IMPACT



A further benefit has been
the igniting of a relationship between a
Nursery setting and local venue. The
families who joined the company’s sharing
and performance there are mainly of
Muslim background and had previously
assumed that the building, a converted
church, was still a church and so hadn’t
visited. The school has since participated
in other projects working with the venue.

The parents asked about using the
community garden at some times.
Do they need to book? Again,
thank you for your event yesterday.
We loved it. Parents gave such
positive feedback. 

It’s significant that the one setting where 
the company has worked for nearly a 
decade, was able to build the 
company’s work into the school’s formal 
registration as a Philosophy for Children 
(P4C) School. Having had the time and 
continuity, although periodic, to engage 
fully with the company they were able to 
identify a long-term strategic opportunity 
to embed creative approaches within their 
school identity.

We were able to use examples of
your workshops for our silver
award in Philosophy for Children
and included the following
together with the video clips for
our submission. it enabled us to
explore the philosophy of the
aesthetic through physical
movement and dance
interpretation. The facilitators 
were able to connect with our
philosophical approach and allow
the children not only to explore
concepts such as taste and beauty
but also allowed them to learn
about choice and preference in a
physical and meaningful way. 

The company’s practice of gentle, sensory,
and somatic inquiry lends itself to
engagement with children living with
different disabilities, conditions and needs.
Frequently modelling and facilitating self-
actualisation through its project
programmes and performances, the
company’s work is open to a range
of sensory and creative responses and
inherently, rather than explicitly
inclusive.

By using the arts in a more
philosophical way we have been
able to deepen the self-expression
of the children. They are not mere
passive recipients of a perfor-
mance but active participants. If
you had just told these children to
dance they probably wouldn’t
have done. By talking about
emotional values and then getting
the children to express their ideas
through movement we are able to
get many more children engaged
and discovering enjoyment.

It has also meant that we have
been able to engage the children
with profound, multiple, learning
needs for whom the aesthetic is
the most important part of their
learning experience with us. 

These children are not only
learning how to make and indicate
choices and communicate
preference but also simply that
there is a world outside of
themselves and your facilitators
gave them a truly meaningful and
impactful learning experience. 

The responses we got from the
children were magical.

1 2



R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S
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The challenge for the company
and for the settings is to co-design
achievable and realistic objectives in the
context of reduced arts funding and
multiple demands on teaching staff’s time.
While the company’s work has been
periodically project-funded, strategies are
needed to ‘hold’ the work in the company’s
physical absence.

As the current pandemic has shifted much
work to online, opportunities to build and
sustain remote relationships, and the
public’s growing participation in online
activities from home, present different ways
of collaborating where the company is
unable to physically visit. 

In the long term, schools need to be
supported to equip staff with
confidence and knowledge to deliver dance
activities. Accessing creative work
with and/or at their local cultural venues
can fulfill the needs of both school
and venue, building communities of
culturally engaged citizens and creative
aspiration. This becomes most achievable
where creative literacy and access is
strategically embedded in the school’s
ethos and cultural framework.

Online presence:
A high quality, well designed and promoted
online presence for a DancingStrong offer
can help to sustain exiting relationships
and grow new ones. The following
recommendations could build the
company’s profile within the Early Years
and family arts sector.

Investigate developing the resources
previously produced. Could the Dance
A-Z be adapted to film and released as
bitesize movement inspiration for a
regular weekly letter? What everyday
materials might families easily find in
their homes for their own dance
resource box, allowing teachers to lead
remote sessions and children to
continue their own dance activity
outside of contact time?

The importance of self-care for
children, parents, carers and staff has
been bought into sharp focus by the
pandemic. DancingStrong’s somatic
approach could help to nurture
personal well-being and offer creative
respite from the intensity of work at
home. DancingStrong can investigate
the appetite in schools for dance as
well-being programmes for staff,
families, carers and children. 

Existing networks can be utilised to
further amplify the online offer and the
company can connect with sector
support organisations to help promote
the work– eg. Family Arts Campaign,
One Dance UK, People Dancing
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Following the example of the partners
school achieving Philosophical School
status, investigate ambition and
appetite for a small group of settings to
work towards formal outcomes such as
connecting the company’s work to the
Healthy Schools programme, Arts
Awards Explore and / or school
Artsmark accreditation.

Explore appetite with known venues for
developing long-term relationships with
settings and their families, which could
host online and in person activities and
support accreditation 

Remain engaged with the national
family arts agenda by creating
company capacity to build meaningful
relationships and profile, eg. engaging
with SE Dance’s Little Big Dance,
contributing to education publications
and platforms (eg  Nursery World,
Teach Early Years), contributing to
dance sector publications

Strategic recommendations

The intermittent nature of
DancingStrong’s project work can mean
that impact is sporadic and under
developed. A longer term, three-year plan
approach, developed with partner
consultation can help to unearth latent
benefits of the company’s work with
communities and provide a shared
framework for development.

Explore the potential to build on the
sensory nature of the company’s work
and its experience of working closely
with a Hospital school through
development of an SEN specific offer,
responding to setting need and arts
funder’s access agendas. Seek training
and R&D to equip company staff to
deliver appropriate activities and create
accessible resources with audio
descriptions and captions.



Recent years have been a time of change
for Museums. They have moved from
oversight by the Museums, Libraries &
Archives Council and joined their
contemporary gallery siblings as part of
Arts Council England’s National Portfolio
funded family, catalysing closer work with
artists and arts organisations.  Audience
tastes have increased for immersive,
experiential culture, changing how curators
consider exhibitions and engagement
design, and the De-Colonising Museums
movement is challenging the historic and
current privileging of Eurocentric
perspectives.

Museums are increasingly interested in
finding different ways to engage audiences
by ‘bringing objects to life', looking beyond
dependence on labelling find ways to help
visitors absorb information and understand
artefacts’ wider significance.  The ability of
dance to provoke a visceral, kinaesthetic
response makes it a powerful transmitter,
capable of facilitating a different type of
audience connection than labels and static
information.  Dance’s abstract language
allows it to address themes while holding
space for nuanced and plural responses,
and embracing multiple narratives.

While a challenging touring landscape and
ambition to develop new audiences have
seen performance increasingly move out of
theatres, dance has remained relatively
untapped as an offer and/or resource for
museums and galleries. Despite
pioneering programmes of work by high
profile companies such as Siobhan Davies
Dance, the general perception of dance as
a high impact physical activity can
limit ideas of what dance can be in
restricted spaces amongst fragile artefacts
and prohibit its further exploration. 

DancingStrong's work in Bristol benefitted
from involvement with Pavilion Dance
South West’s ‘Dance & Museums
Network’, which was active for 18 months
between 2015 – 17. The network aimed to
support a shift in museums’ institutional
attitudes to dance through co-curating
meetings and exploring shared approaches
to new work. Bristol Museum and Art
Gallery were active in the network, and
willing to explore the different ways that
they might work with dance. 

Through  Ila Project, DancingStrong
worked with three museum and gallery
partners with the primary aim of providing
meaningful access and engagement for
young audiences and equipping early
years staff with ideas for creative activities
that respond to artefacts and environment.

The project expressly addressed the
reclaiming of museum spaces by young
people from diasporic groups whose
everyday history could be displayed as
‘artefacts’ in the museums. In this way Ila 

C .  W I T H  M U S E U M S
A N D  G A L L E R I E S
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V A L U E  A N D  I M P A C T
project engaged with decolonizing public
space by asking: How do children
(particularly those from diasporas that
extend beyond their local geography)
reclaim museum/gallery spaces and have a
voice in the cultural curation of their
city/town? How do we support and
empower these young people in telling
narratives of Self that authentically speak
to their twenty-first-century circumstance?

Any changes in museum culture around
working with dance were implicit, and built
around the shared aim. The roles of the
curator and lead artist were built around
this shared intention to engage young
children, with mutual appreciation for each-
others’ approaches arising through
conversation about the artefacts’ history,
physical qualities and how relatable they
might be to the children’s cultural identities.

Performances of the final work ‘Found’,
were held at the museums for school
partners and alongside publicly bookable
performances for family audiences. The
company worked with schools to share the
dates and times of the performances well
in advance, to ensure they had time to
recruit parent/carer volunteers and
support staff, and to make travel
arrangements. Marketing of the public
performances was undertaken by the
museum marketing teams and the
company, including a short film about Ila
Project and the making of Found, which
was produced as a silent film with subtitles
allowing it to be screened in the galleries to
promote the performance.

The data drawn on here focuses on
conversation with one of the three Museum
and Gallery partners. Each of the three
partners had seen staff roles cut and
changed in the time since the company
worked with them. 

From the museum’s perspective, the value
in working with the company lay across
different aspects of their work; the
opportunity to work with dance to animate
the ethnographic collection, the opportunity
to connect with a local school and
the opportunity to explore ideas around
artefacts and cultural resonance.

Within this idea of cultural resonance are
the multiple challenges and opportunities of
mediating information. For children of a
young age, museums assume that the
information about artefacts will be relayed
by an accompanying adult, and the
task for curators is to strike a balance
between information, interest and
accessibility. By working closely with the
children to elicit their own responses, the
curator facilitated the children becoming
mediators for each other:

 "One of the objects we had was from Somalia, and quite a few of the children said that their
families were originally from Somalia. So, quite a few of them were quite excited by, by that
and going oh my granny lived in Somalia, or I've been to Somalia to see my granny or
whatever. so, that was an interesting bit of it, you know, you could relate things to them. I
think that works quite well. And then the other children may be more interested because
their friends had this direct link to that object.”

1 6



Further explore the somatic potential of
dance as a way of seeing and
experiencing. How can techniques for
the performance state of present-ness
be harnessed to enhance the
experience for gallery visitors and
audiences?

Continue to provide clear information
for performance audiences in galleries
and museums that give permission to

The type of meaning that dance, as a
physical form, can generate between
participant and artefact is valuable for its
ability to embody both physical/tangible
and conceptual/abstract qualities and
themes. Workshops with the school groups
embraced this notion through activities that
included object handling, discussion, craft
making and dance. In performance, the
company reflected this through the design
of the interactive moments the audience
participate in, but also through conveying
and encouraging a state of being that is
receptive. Through performance the
company embody both the idea of the body
as an archive, but also model a way of
seeing and experiencing:

The recommendations below consider the
experience for children and family
audiences, the curator and wider museum
and gallery teams. Where projects and
performance are temporary, the
recommendations scope how the
company might work to support legacy and
seed continued increased access for
under-represented audiences.

Performance:

Where creating in response to specific

·Explore celebrating and supporting
grandparent/grandchild audiences.
How do we promote work that supports
this relationship and offers shared
experiences across generations.

participate, information on what to
expect, and convey that ‘normal rules
of behaviour’ in the gallery do not
apply.  

artefacts, work with the curator and
events team to build in offers for public
audiences to learn more about and
interact with the artefacts. Where the
work is touring, what ways can be
found of sharing /exhibiting information
and images of the original artefacts?
What questions can be explored with
audiences/settings that prompt them to
think about local or personal
equivalents? 

 "And I think what I 
remember most is the 
amazing way that the 
dancers sort of switched 
on as they started, with 
their eyes big and really 
looking sort of excited and, 
you know, innocent and 
wide open to experiences. 
And they did that by, sort 
of opening their eyes and 
being their eyes being alert…..
and that was quite..
quite something to see.. 
them almost switch on this
performance”
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Explore different ways of exchanging
knowledge between artists, children
and curators by creating opportunities
for artists and children as curators –
what semi-permanent exhibition or
installation might be made from these
perspectives?

Explore whether the company’s work
could inform audio guides for
exhibits/exhibitions that draw upon the
company’s somatic approaches for
responding to information/

Work with curators and education/

Continue to develop the approach of
creating accessible films that can
screened by galleries and museums
ahead of and after the project work for
a sustained presence.

Knowledge Exchange & Legacy:

environments, prompt creative
responses from visitors and encourage
a ‘dancer’s’ way of seeing during
visits?

engagement teams to explore long
term relationships with partner schools
eg through Arts Awards or by working
with schools to make them custodians
of relevant artefacts, with children
taking responsibility for educating
others and allowing them to be active
stakeholders with museums and
galleries. 
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This section explores the touring work,
focusing on the contexts it was
programmed in and the responses of
audiences and programmers. The data
drawn upon here includes audience
feedback (collected immediately following
performance) and venue feedback
collected by online survey and follow up
interview. 

Designed to be adaptable, requiring
minimum set up time and able to be
performed in different audience
configurations, Light Steps and Found
toured to a range of 17 settings that
included theatres, libraries, museums,
galleries, schools and early years settings.
Setting and venues typically programmed
two or three performances at different
times of day, with some opting for a
workshop and performance.

 DancingStrong worked with tour booker
Sarah Trist to generate bookings, with
further dates arranged through Take Art’s ‘
Hopper’ programme for Early Years work
and through company contacts. The works
were booked for a range of contexts; as
part of venues’ family programmes, within
a schools’ regional theatre festival, as
part of a city dance festival, a garden party
and as stand-alone events.

Each work is interactive, with moments
where the audience take part in various
elements. Some of these elements -
singing, clapping, experiencing the dancers
create waves over them with fabrics and
move around them with props – take place
with the audience seated in place, while
others involve the audience standing and
moving – invitations to play with the
amplified string music box, fly paper
aeroplanes and play with falling bubbles.

The production design allowed settings to
experiment with their spaces, enabling
them to explore new use of space, design
of space and ways of considering the
audience experience.  This required
different negotiation and assurances for
different types of settings and
audiences, with the choreographer making
additional visits where there were
various options to choose from or where
design didn’t easily lend itself to
interaction between the performers and
audience.

The interactive nature of the sensory
engagement in the works lends them to
relaxed performances – still a relatively
new area for many programmers. This
created opportunity for venues to explore
and test spaces and their set up:

A key desire for us was to also present
work as part of our Garden Party
(annual free family event) that was of
high quality, engaging and accessible
so we were keen to work towards that
as an outcome ….The work showed us
the potential of how we can make a
big space feel safe and welcoming for
young audiences. 

We learnt that by using informal
furniture and seating we could create
a very different performance space
(welcoming not just for very young
people but also non-traditional
audiences). It showed how we could
make a quiet focussed space
within a bigger event that gave a
moment of calm and focus for young
children.
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V A L U E  A N D  I M P A C T
Although the works weren’t specifically
designed for audiences with special needs
and/or disability, those same relaxed
and sensory qualities meant that one
venue programmed an additional invited
performance for an audience of children,
parents and carers from a children’s
hospice. Feedback below addresses how,
with additional time, the company’s work
might be further adapted for these groups:

"It was perhaps too long, and the
audience lost focus towards the
end, but there were some 
fantastic moments of 
engagement: when the cups 
were placed near by the ears 
of audience members, when the
paper planes flew out into the
audience, when the siblings 
were invited on to stage (I 
have some great pics of the 
latter which I have permission 
to share). Family members 
fedback that moments when
things were "up close" worked 
best in terms of impact and
engagement with their
children."

Light Steps and Found were both marketed
as ‘Art for young audiences’ with a target
audience of ages 0 - 7 and their
families/carers. Marketing materials
included film trailers, print and e-flyers and
posters, performance websites with further
information and resources, stories and
images of the artists as young children,
and a social media campaign using the
non-gendered bear, Alex, who appears in
Light Steps. Bookers tended to rely upon
the standard trailer and artwork options,
with the additional material failing to gain
traction online. 

Where performances took place as part of
an organised programme, eg. through
Hopper and the Suffolk schools’ regional
theatre festival, the young children present
were within the target age. The public
audiences also reached this age range
but often also saw older siblings attending,
with feedback suggesting that
while the performances worked for the
younger audiences it sometimes struggled
to cut through to the older children.  For
parents/carers, their pleasure in the
performance was derived from watching
their children take part and have fun.

Questionnaires were shared after each
performance which were designed using
simple language and smiley faces to be
easily understood by young children. The
company were able to recruit a dance
under-graduate to assist with collecting
feedback for some performances, often
scribing the feedback for young children;
parents, teachers and carers also assisted
with many of the children age 4 upwards
able to complete the forms themselves.
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R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

Continue to create different ways for

Where performances were to an invited
group, the organised nature of the visits
allowed feedback to be collected as a
structured exercise. The number of
questionnaires returned from these
performances was higher than that for
public performances, with a total of 111
audience questionnaires completed and
returned.

The questionnaires sought to establish
firstly that young children could recognise
the performances as dance and music and
are able to define what these are to
them, by answering simple questions ‘Did
you see any dancing? Did you hear any
music?’. An open question ‘what was it like’
allowed a range of responses, with some
answering as appraisal (eg. ‘good’, ‘ok’,
‘beautiful’), others describing what they saw
and heard (eg. ‘waves’, ‘ribbons’, ‘a
dancing bear’) and some describing how it
made them feel (eg.’peaceful’, ‘calm’,
‘relaxing’).

Responses to the question asking ‘What
did you notice? What was the performance
about?’ demonstrated that despite there
being no text or spoken word in the
performances, the majority (93%) of 
 children were able to understand the main
themes (‘exploring, travelling’,’’ finding
friends’, ’discovering things’).  To the
question ‘What did you enjoy the most?’ 
 43% of the respondents for both works
stated that it was the taking part in the
interactive moments that they most enjoyed  

the audience to interact and take part,
seated and moving. Can these
moments be developed as a whole
journey where their interaction moves
the performance narrative on and
where the narrative depends on their
involvement, giving 

Consider the whole family offer for

Build-in more time for conversations
with marketing teams to test marketing
material ideas for their audiences and

Research the online platforms that

Factor in capacity to support visits to
venues requiring further thought to how
audience interaction works in the space

Develop the sensory appeal of the
company’s work to explore the
possibilities for creating work
specifically designed for

Continue to develop relationships with
student volunteers to assist with guiding
the audience and collecting feedback.

audiences a further sense of their
importance and role in the work?

performed work. How can
performances best target early years
but still engage older siblings? What
layers might be added that would
appeal to those age 5 upwards? Where
this isn’t possible without affecting the
work’s integrity, is it possible to work
with venues to host an alternative
activity for older ages?

encourage their input to help ensure
engagement in promotional campaigns

parents/carers might use with young
children to ensure that marketing
aspects designed to appeal directly to
the children are able to reach them

children with access requirements. 
Seek performance opportunities that
take place within family and children’s
programmes and festivals for best
value and wrap around support.

Identify appropriate university and
training providers as partners for project
placements.
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DancingStrong:
Could you introduce yourself and your connection with Ila
Project and Found?

Curator:
I’m Sue Giles, I was Senior Curator of World Cultures at
Bristol Museum and Art Gallery, so I was involved with the
Ila Project as curator of the collection that we used for that
project.

DancingStrong :
Okay. And thank you. Could you talk a little bit about what
attracted you to the project or what intrigued you in terms
of the possibilities that you might have seen for the work
and whether there is anything particularly different that
you maybe hadn't done before, or a different type of
approach

Curator:  
Well, certainly, with the ethnographic collection we've
never worked with dance before. So, it was an interesting
concept that you could take an object and create work out
of that. So that was an interesting idea. Also the idea of
working with a group from a local school. And looking at
an object that would resonate with some of them, but
hopefully speak to all of them, was another interesting
idea that that was there in the project.

DancingStrong : 
Would you say that you learned anything during the
process? Did it give you any ideas about  a different
toolkit for approaching objects ?

Curator : 
Yes, I mean, working. Because the group chosen were
reception class, working with a group that very young,
was an interesting idea. Because again, I don't think I've
ever been involved - we obviously have a separate
education team who usually are the ones doing the
teaching and talking to young people, but I've never done
any work with a group that young. So thinking about how
you engage with children that young and make them think
about an object, which might be very old or very new.
From a culture that’s not theirs. Or maybe something that
their grandmothers might have known-  that was an
interesting idea. How do you... How do you get things
across to very, very young children, who, when you just
have a very limited, not vocabulary, but limited ways of
talking to them about what… what this object is and
where it came from, and so on. And it's bringing out their
ideas, their thinking, which could be completely different.
Because they're working often from imagination not from
knowledge. And that's quite an interesting place to start
from. Yeah.

DancingStrong:
Yeah it's different frames of reference, isn't it and so
you've..I guess you had to manage two quite different
aspects, in that there's information that you wanted to
convey about the objects and their context, but
then allowing room for them to have their personal
interpretation of how they relate to it. When you came
into the schools, with the objects,  was there anything
that you had decided that you might edit or phrase in
particular ways when you were talking about the
object to the young children?

Curator:   
I don't think I'd thought about it, particularly in
advance because I hadn't realised when I got there
that they were so young, I was expecting seven or
eight year olds or something, so anything I had
thought about that had to be quickly rethought for 4- 5
year olds or however old they were. But I think I just
thought about what the objects were, how they're
made, how you might get that across to people …
what they're made of, what they might have been
used for who might have used them. Since there are
ideas you can talk about. But equally asking the
children what they thought things were made of,
or who used them or whatever, because their ideas
are equally valid, equally interesting

DancingStrong :
Was there anything that struck you in terms of the
children's contributions or questions?

Curator:
I don't remember much of what they came out with,
but one of the objects we had was from Somalia, and
quite a few of the children said that their families were
originally from Somalia. So, quite a few of them were
quite excited by, by that and going oh my granny lived
in Somalia, or I've been to Somalia to see my granny
or whatever. so, that was an interesting bit of it,
you know, you could relate things to them. I think that
works quite well. And then the other children may be
more interested because their friends had this
direct link to that object. Yeah. The other object, the
bowl, there was no direct link as  that was South
African so I think there was no direct link for any of the
children, but because it's made of telephone wire here
there's an interesting idea about …to think about what
you could use to make things and communication and
what things are used for and what they're saying.

DancingStrong: 
Yeah, yeah. The medium as much as the message.
They did quite a lot of work around communication, 

A P P E N D I C E S
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making and telephone cups and pieces of
string. Do you feel like, museums and
collections are naturally welcoming places
for young audiences, participants and
viewers? Are there conscious steps that
you have to take to, to make these things
come alive and be relevant to the different
groups

Curator;    
Yeah, there are certain galleries, it's always
going to appeal to all ages, like ancient
Egypt, because even young children know
something about mummies and Egypt. But
we don't have galleries aimed at very
young children. It’s always assumed that
there is someone, a teacher from a school,
a parent or learning staff who are going to
mediate the objects, and the displays and
explain things to them and talk about things
to them. So, there's obviously a lot of work
that someone needs to do. For, I suppose,
up to about the age of 10 maybe 10 or 11.
They can start, or they're more likely to
say, read the label, or look at something
and want to find out more themselves.
Before that, maybe they need someone to,
to tell them what the label says or what the
thing is, and put it in some simpler
language that they're going to understand,
and that's always going to be a problem
because if museums write their galleries for
six-year olds they're going to annoy
everyone who goes! So there's a very
difficult line to walk between making things
accessible. I suppose the important thing is
that it's, it's accessible, in a way that a
parent say can easily pick-up information,
and they explain or tell something to a
younger child, rather than them being left
going ‘oh well I don't understand what that
is’. So, it’s that compromise between being
academic, which most museums no longer
are, and being too simplistic, getting
somewhere nicely in between that works for
most people. Most museums, at a very
young age, it's stuffed animals young
children go for most because they can
relate to something small and furry usually 

because of a pet that they may have or
because it's in all the picture books
they're reading. Often they're also
attracted to geology because they know
about dinosaurs. So, they won't,
maybe, be interested in Cretaceous
rocks. But if there's a bit of dinosaur
they'll go for that. And then, as they get
older they get more interested in other
things. So, you sort of have to get some
entry level and work up.

DancingStrong : 
Is there a tension or a challenge in
terms of plurality? We think of
museums and objects as being very
static in time …they're permanent and
they stay as they are, but particularly
with decolonizing the museums and
those, you know those, I don't want to
say issues or challenges, but they're
really rich resources, aren't they? And
how do you represent plurality of
perspectives in a permanent
space. It's a challenge that live
performance work can help to address. 

Curator : 
It can, yes and I've done it in some
galleries by putting in a bit of film or
you've got three or four different films,
but that relies on, perhaps people
reading it and not everyone can or
wants to read labels. So, yes, ‘Doing it’
whether that's through drama dance,
whatever. And I suppose the
question is how you spread it out, so it's
not just one class who benefit but
lots of people can be involved and work
with it, all classes. With projects,
normally you're working with one small
group in one school or two schools. So,
it's about how do you make that
accessible to everyone. 

DancingStrong:  
I guess considering the legacy and the
impacts that the work might have as
well, which might be at different levels.. 
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it might be a very personal impact on a
young child. It might be something that a
curator like you, has an impression of and
then changes. Did you see any legacy to
the work from the museum's perspective?

Curator:   
I'm not sure, except to being perhaps more
open to future projects like it, and
collaborating. You know, the idea of dance
in a museum being something positive and
valid, that maybe is there. But in terms of
how we do things I’m not sure if it had a
huge legacy because everything changed
not long after, and there were staff changes
and cuts so the museum was really
thinking about what it could afford, and if 
anything,  I suppose it would be
seen  as peripheral rather than core.

DancingStrong : 
No, I understand that. And I guess in some
ways, just as important is the idea that
there has been some knowledge exchange,
even if we perhaps don't know quite how
that is going to settle.

Curator. 
Yeah, that's still kind of movement, I think
in terms of how we progress.The problem is
that I was the curator involved in the main
museum person involved with resetting,
and we've both moved on. So, that
knowledge exchange, that thinking that it's,
it works and it could be done again has sort
of yes, you have to start again with the new
new staff. Unfortunately, that does happen,
that's, that is a cycle. When someone
moves, then it all churns and you reinvent
the wheel. 

DancingStrong:  
Yeah. What we do have to take away is the
memories of the children who are.. who can
now relate to the museum differently. We
can't do the big cultural change with one
project but we can change person by
person. So, you know, we hope that those
children who were involved, have big
memories of what happened.

Curator:
They’ll remember coming to the museum to
see the final performance, and hopefully
they came back to do other things with their
school to do Egypt or whatever. And they…
they think positively about the museum.

DancingStrong:  
Or just see a place for themselves there, so
it's their Museum, as much as anything.
There's a lovely photo, I have. When we
came into the museum for the performance
and you bought the objects out again, and
you can really see that moment of
recognition from the children in their faces
when they're gathered around you, and
something had shifted there in terms of
‘yeah I can relate to this, this is something
to me.’ I guess it's a difficult thing if you're
not used to working with dance…. I know
that in the past I've had conversations with
curators whose concerns about dance are
physical impact, seeing dance as jumping
around and shaking the objects. Were
there particular concerns that you had
before we came in about how it might all
work? Were you bracing for anything?

Curator  
I don't think so because I think we thought
about that at the point where we were
choosing objects. And one we chose was
the Imbenge bowl, the telegraph wire is
very robust, so we chose one thing that we
knew could be handled and could be
passed around, that they could look at
really
closely and get really, if they wanted.. to get
really involved with things.
and the idea of telegraph wire being about
communication. The other thing the,
the ostrich egg shell, was obviously very
delicate. We couldn't let the children handle
it incase they dropped it. So, we had two
approaches, one you could hand over the
bowl and say, pass this around and while
you're looking at it think about this. And the
other obviously I sit there holding it, and
going. ‘Can you see what this?’, and move i
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it around so they could see the hole in the
top and everything. And that's a very
different experience to being given a
museum object to hold. Being trusted with a
museum object.

DancingStrong:
And I guess, particularly because, a lot of
dance is about embodying different
qualities so there is that kind of physical
grounding,

Curator:
Yes, you've got a better idea of its shape
and its weight and everything about it, that
you can then use when you're creating
work about it. Like the ostrich egg shell.
You can see the shape my hands are in as
I hold it but you don't know how heavy it is
or anything else about us.

DancingStrong: 
Could you tell me how you felt watching the
actual performance….was there anything
that struck you through the performance
itself or the audience coming into the
building, anything around that event, that,
that you'd like to talk about?

Curator:
Yeah, it was really nice to see the children
come back in again. Someone recognised
me and I recognised them and we're
getting ‘oh hello, hello’.  So it was really
nice to be able to welcome them into the
building, and to have that memory. And
then, I think the performance that was done
was very different to the workshop that had
happened in the schools. There were some
similarities. But it was also different. So it
was quite, well, it was new, it wasn't like I
was watching what I'd seen before. It was
just very interesting to see how ideas had
moved from the workshop into that final
piece. And I think what I remember most is
the amazing way that the dancers sort of 

switched on as they started, with
their eyes big and really looking sort of
excited and, you know, innocent and
wide open to experiences. And they did
that by, sort of opening their eyes and
being their eyes being alert…..and that
was quite, quite something to see..
them almost switch on this
performance. Yes, but it was very
interesting the way that ideas had come
in about the paper they were standing
on, the changes that worked as this
was a travel and exploration across
space.

DancingStrong:
Oh, you’ve frozen…

ENDS
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Yes, we have the resource and I am using
it with my key group. The plan is other
groups will use it also but we have not got
round to this... yet! 

The children are engaging with the
resource well. We have had a tricky IT
problem to overcome where we can't play
music over SONOS at the moment so that
it holding us back but we reverted back to
an old fashioned CD player with CD and
that seems to work. The children have been
more creative, I feel, when we have done a
dance session outside in our shelter/
garden area. Maybe it is due to having
more space? The ribbons are working very
well. I feel that for young children having
something to move has helped with
them understanding movement.  (jo
Morgan)

Yes, we are using the A-Z resource you
gave us. I find this really helpful myself a a
teacher and it gives useful guidance which
is clear. So, thank you.

The children are benefiting from being even
more in tune with their bodies and
movements. 

My team and I have spoken about
purchasing our own ribbons. Now
the weather is better, we've started to use
our stage outside as a dance/ acting area.
I've used my 'a-z' dance book twice with the
children twice but hope to use it more once
the dancing outside has been established.

As you may know the Royal London
Hospital School has become a
Philosophical School and as such all of
our curriculum is taught through a
philosophical approach. We were
thrilled, therefore with the collaboration
with DanceStrong (sic) as it enabled us
to explore the philosophy of the
aesthetic through physical movement
and dance interpretation. 
The facilitators were able to connect
with our philosophical approach and
allow the children not only to explore
concepts such as taste and beauty but
also allowed them to learn about choice
and preference in a physical and
meaningful way.
By the interpretation of music and ideas
through movement the children have
had a free and physical experience
with this learning for which we thank
you. It has also meant that we have
been able to engage the children with
profound, multiple, learning needs for
whom the aesthetic is the most
important part of their learning
experience with us. 
These children are not only learning
how to make and indicate choices and
communicate preference but also
simply that there is a world outside of
themselves and your facilitators gave
them a truly meaningful and impactful
learning experience. The responses we
got from the children were magical.
We were able to use examples of your
workshops for our silver award in
Philosophy for Children and included
the following together with the video
clips for our submission.
By using the arts in a more
philosophical way we have been able to
deepen the self-expression of the
children.
They are not mere passive recipients of
a performance but active participants. 
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iIf you had just told these children to
dance they probably wouldn’t have done.
By talking about emotional values and then
getting the children to express their ideas
through movement we are able to get many
more children engaged and discovering
enjoyment.
I would highly recommend working with
your dance company to any school. Your
contribution to the children's
learning was invaluable and I hope to
collaborate again in the future. 

Light Steps Audience
Questionnaire 

Did you see any dancing? 
1. Yes (6)
2. Yes (4)
3. Yes, I saw loads.
4. Yes (4)
5. Yes (8
6. Yes (3)

What was it like?
1. She liked trying to copy
2. Beautiful
3. Floating
4. Very good
5. Pretty
6. Ok (2)
7. Slow lyrical
8. Good
9. Contemporary dance, creative, 8
points of ballet dance
10. Waves, ribbons
11. Bubbles
12. Super
13. I liked it
and it was amazing
14. nice, colourful, liked the dancing
15. Elegant, soothing, uplifting
16. Fun nice and make me happy
17. Interesting
18. Happy, joyful, excellent
19. lovely
20. loud and a lot of stomping
21. good (2)
22. Fun
23. Contemporary
24. A lot of stomping
25. Good (2)
26. Lovely flowing movement

Did you hear any music?
1. Yes (8)
2. Yes (4)
3. Yes I heard a little bit
4. Yes (2)
5. Yes violin
6. Yes (8
7. Yes (3)
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What was it like?
1. Man
2. Like birds
3. Lovely and relaxing
4. Atmospheric, ephemeral, watery
5. Ok (2)
6. In time with dancing
7. Good
8. Calm, live music with electronic dance
9. Wind music
10. Calming
11. It was like a sound of something
12. beautiful, relaxing
13. Calming, simple (in a good way),
memorable
14. Calm amazing, fantastic
15. Something I would listen to again
16. Calmful, relaxing
17. The teddy. Bubbles.
18. Nice
19. Loud
20. really good
21. Interesting
22. Interactive
23. Loud
24. epic
25. very clever use of the instrument,
original
26. good

What did you notice? What was the
performance about? 
1. Man
2. Day
3. A day
4. Not sure
5. A teddy’s day
6. Waves, ballerinas and ribbons
7. Interactive with children
8. About bird
9. Music bubbles
10. Dancing bear
11. I noticed a teddy. He moved about
because the girl was moving him
12. Little bear woke- up and danced
around. Then he went to bed
13. I’m not too sure, but it was eye catching
14. I think it was about a teddy bear who
likes dancing
15. Rhythm

16     About a teddy seeing new things,
being happy.
17. The teddy was pass on a lot.
Dancers
18. The performance was about
dancers
19. Colours and teddy bear
20. Life
21. A bear and his day
22. The adventures of “Alex” the bear
during his day
23. Colours and sleeping teddy bear
waking
24. Birds and teddy
25. Time passing through the day,
teddy enjoying playing and music.
26. About birds

·     
What have you enjoyed the most?
1. Bubbles and music
2. Dancing and bubbles
3. Music and interaction with children
4. The light the music
5. Dancing
6. Bubbles
7. bubbles
8. workshop/ music
9. workshop
10. music
11. bubbles
12. Playing with the girl and dancing
with the ribbon and I loved the girl
dancing too and the boy
13. I liked dancing
14. Getting to see the dance because I
love to watching dances
15. Dancing
16. Waves
17. The music
18. Everything the creative
19. The dancing
20. Music
21. The children doing it
22. Childrens joy
23. The children’s joy
24. Interactive drama/dancing at the
end
25. Music/ joining in
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26. The birds, music and ribbons
27. Interaction dancing

How much have you enjoyed the
performance? (Please tick the face
below that best answers that question)

1st Face 7
2nd Face 14

Any other comments?
1. None
2. Thank you
3. More children should come, we’d like
you to come back
4. We were too young for the workshop
5. We loved it thank you
6. I loved it, fabulous dancing and music!
Well done
7. no
8. mum said that was
the first time she saw you laughing in days
9. very lovely
10. The children loved it
11. No (2)
12. Required a larger “Alex” the bear to
draw the children into the performance
more

Yes (5)
Yes (6
Yes (3)
Yes  (14)
Yes a lot 
yes lots
no answer
yes (42)
Yes
lots
Yes
Yes (28)
Yo
Of course I did
Yes
the people on the stage 
Yes but I didn’t fly an aeroplane 

Found Audience Questionnaire

·   
Did you see any dancing?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

What was it like?
1. Good for kids
2. Spontaneous and reflecting the music
3. “fluent” and “slow” “graceful”
4. Went under yellow cloth
5. Good
6. Music dinosaur
7. Baby dancing
8. Nice
9. Flying aeroplanes and dancing with
yellow thing
10. Good (2)
11. Good
12. Great
13. Amazing
14. Flowing & different
15. Entertaining(2)
16. Scow
17. Brilliant (2)
18. Original
19. Amazing
20. Inspiring
21. It was very, very good, some of it I
couldn’t do, I practiced some at playtime.
22. It was like material dancing
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23. Really weird because I didn’t know
what it was and why they weren’t speaking
24. Good (2)
25. It was amazing
26. Stupendous
27. Excellent (4)
28. It was foft
29. A body mime and fun, very fun
30. Good (13)
31. Fun (4)
32. Excited
33. Mistils
34. Very fun
35. Great
36. It was great
37. It was fun
38. Very good
39. Relaxing
40. Slow
41. Brilliant
42. Becoming friends
43. All quick
44. delecate
45. Ok
46. Pramer
47. Ok and happy
48. Fun
49. exciting amazing
50. Peaceful
51. I liked it!!!
52. A beautiful performance
53. It was brilliant very talented
54. Lovely
55. Funny
56. Magical, creative, balletic,
57. like a storm
58. Good, big, funny
59. Dancing we hadn’t seen before
60. Fun and spiritual
61. Strange
62. Ambient, expressive and graceful
63. Silly and boring
64. Good, slow.
65. Great
66. Very magical
67. The were looking for something
68. Seadancing
69. So much fun, I did everything

70. Good
71. Dance
along the songs that they heard
72. Good
73. Really good
74. Good, because it was really good
because I went on the stage
75. Interesting
76. A bit to much I would like some
words
77. Good
78. Like snow
79. Good
80. Tricky
81. Don’t know
82. We could fly paper aeroplanes but I
don’t know why we couldn’t throw them
83. Uplifting, gentle, entertaining
84. Magical
85. Really good
86. Beautiful, amazing feet
87. Funny like ballet

Did you hear any music?
1. Yes (4)
2. Clapping
3. Yes (6)
4. Yes (3)
5. Yes (14)
6. Yes a lot (2)
7. Yes lots
8. It was unique
9. Fun fab
10. Brilliant (2)
11. Unique
12. Good (2)
13. Musical magical confusing
14. Fantastic
15. Dramatic
16. Amazing!
17. It was very very good. I liked it
when it was calm and a bit noisy.
18. I liked the patterns with the hands
which I could join in with the clapping
rhythms
19. Really like weird, because it
had weird things in, like the mats which
moved with things in
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20. Hig and love It nacht the
dancing
21. Yes (42)
22. Interesting
23. Yes it was shshsh
24. Yes a clakctric cellow
25. Yes (28)
26. Electronic
27. Yes, violin, string ringing
28. Like snow
29. Yes I think so
30. Lots and lots

What was it like? 
1. Excellent
2. Built up over layers, atmospheric
3. It is too hard to describe
4. Good
5. Dinosaur music
6. Something under the water
7. Good, quiet, graceful, calm, peaceful
8. Music was funny and there was
clapping
9. Beautiful
10. Atmospheric
11. Quiet
12. Dainty
13. Brilliant
14. Stupendous and great dancing
15. Calming and soft
16. Ruf
17. Copying music and interesting
18. Amazing (3)
19. Nice
20. Fairs flying like wasps
21. Good (6)
22. Interesting (3)
23. Soft (2)
24. Cool
25. Lame
26. Fun
27. Great
28. The music was great
29. Carm (sic) (2)
30. It was soft
31. Very good
32. Interesting
33. Caring
34. Nothing?

35. Relaxing
36. Graceful
37. Ok
38. Fantastic,
fascinating
39. Peaceful
40. Go
41. Friendship dance
42. Brilliant, the constant rhythm was
wonderful, very engaging
43. Fantastic
44. Funny
45. Atmospheric
46. Slow, loud, beautiful
47. Soothing
48. Inventive +
creative + interesting
49. Repetitive
50. Rhythmic and fitting for children
and adults
51. Bad. It wasn’t funky
52. Slow
53. Great
54. Magical
55. Really
calm and peaceful music
56. Just music
57. So good
58. It was
very very good\
59. Peaciful
60. Fantastic.
Mum says I found it really gorgeous the
clam way you encouraged the children
on stage- loved it
61. very clever
62. mysterious
63. Calm Rythmic
64. I loved it
65. Fab
66. Sort of funky
67. It was like you go here first and
then you go here
68. The guitar
69. Sad
70. La la la
71. Interesting
72. Loud different
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What did you notice? What was the
performance about? 

1. People discovering things
2. Some people meeting
each other and saying goodbye and having
fun
3. Someone on holiday
4. Dancing, ocean
5. Exploring and travelling
6. Finding each other, dancing, water
7. Dancing
8. Travel? Sending messages?
9. Taking a journey
10. Sounds and movement
11. Dancing. It was about travelling
12. They finding out what they like about
each other
13. Funding friendship
14. I don’t know (2)
15. 2 girls
16. That friends trying to get back together.
17. Finding a special doll
18. Finding friendship
19. Finding friends
20. The ball was like love, friendship and
finding things
21. It was about finding each other
22. Finding things-sparkly ball which
turned around I liked the yellow blanket
which the lady put on her head
23. People finding each other
24. The mats moved stuff on top
25. The bnates
26. Friendship they shared stuff
Dancing (2)
27. Peace
28. They went to all different places and
writing things on paper aeroplanes to each
other
29. Dancing and drama
30. Aprbus
31. Wasn’t e nod poes and drtin
32. Dancing and craming down
33. Unholled
34. Going to the beach
35. Going on holiday

35. Going to the beach
36. Sleepover
37. Relaxing
38. Going on a holiday into mac music
39. On holidays because it was one of
their birthdays
40. Going on holiday
41. A holiday
42. Funny
43. To help to dance
44. Going on
holiday because the had soot casis
45. On holiday (2)
46. They did no talking it was bout
dancing
47. Lots of dancing friendship
48. I noticed the sounds were being
recorded. The performance was about
dancing
49. I noticed the liquid in the cushions.
The performance was about friendship
50. Friendship (4)
51. It was about dancing (2)
52. Dancing
53. Ok sound effect friendship
54. Dancing and friendship
55. Friendship, it was magic
56. A lot of dancing, friendship
57. Very sensory. Going on a journey.
Lots of different senses, textures and
sounds.
58. Exploring, on a trip.
59. I don’t know
60. 3 ½ year old- a storm but they
found something beautiful
61. Not sure
62. Two people who had a crush on
the same guy + wrote him love letters.
Then had a dance off + became friends
+ then one moved to Venice +sent each
other paper aeroplane ( we were the
post office)
63. Movement,
music being all around us, and
interaction with everyone
64. It was about grown-ups playing
with children
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65. Dancing to different sounds
66. Lots of colours
67. Looking for something
68. The reflection/shadows
on the stage – It was like the sand &
sunshine & sea
69. A dance show about dancing. They
danced with a big scarf and a cup phone.
70. Sound + dance
71. Music. Being lost
72. Going on lots of adventures
73. I don’t know, story about about people
travelling the world and connecting so you
can see them
74. Friendship, connecting
75. I don’t know
76. Snow
77. It was about words and getting people
up on stage.
78. I don’t know. Danicng
79. I don’t know
80. A dance
81. No dialogue, communication between
others though sound and dance
82. Dancing. “What about the cloth?” –
nice, beautiful
83. Dancing, I don’t know
84. How to make music. Not much talking
85. Grown ups playing like children. I
noticed that it was very quiet.
86. It was good at gently encouraging kids
to interact

What have you enjoyed the most?
1. Seeing my daughter dance
2. Joining in with things on stage
3. Watching the yellow cloth
4. The long yellow cloth going over heads
5. The ocean sound
6. I liked it- it was really happy like that
7. Music
8. Touching tiles, flying aeroplanes
9. When they danced together (2)
10. The dancing with the fabric
11. Dancing
12. When I played the string/ instrument
13. When you put the sheet above our
heads

14. The sheet over my head
15. When you got to use the paper
aeroplanes
16. The yellow cloth
17. The paper planes
18. Aeroplanes
19. Hearing music
20. Airplanes
21. I enjoyed the long material
22. When I got to go up and use the
aeroplanes and when the lady put the
paper to my ear, it was
a soft voice, I couldn’t hear it very well
23. The bit where they danced like
ballerinas
24. When they were throwing paper
aeroplanes
25. I like it when they put the ????
26. ???????????????????????
27. Music (4)
28. Soft sand
29. The slimy mats
30. The yellow scarf
31. Ricodid the sound
32. Nod
33. music and dancing
34. the dancing
35. I like doing dancing
36. The jelly squares
37. The whole thing (3)
38. The music (4)
39. Dancing
40. How they recaudid it
41. The dancing and the yellow scarfs
42. Dancing
43. When she gave the gift
44. Yellow scarf
45. The yellow
46. I enjoyed the blanket dancing
47. Dancing
48. Paper aeroplanes
49. The dancing
50. The music (2)
51. Dancing (2)
52. The electric cello
53. Dancing
54. Watching
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55. Every fnn
56. When she gave the ball
57. The singing
58. The fabric was very engaging. The
cups were so clever!
59. The wafting of the fabric
60. Dancing
61. The Eguaze
62. The cups
63. Music
64. Throwing paper planes at my mum
65. Watching my dad (fail) dancing
66. The music
and use of looping board
67. Aeroplane
dancing on stage
68. The music
69. The paper aeroplanes
70. Dancing- kids Music- daddy
71. Going up on the stage. And doing the
string music
72. Paper airplanes
73. Touching the scarf
74. Involvement of children
75. Joining in
76. All of it
77. When I went on the stage
78. Silk sheet moving, being part of
squares that moved
79. I liked being snow
80. The dancing
81. When I went on stage, I really liked that
part
82. I enjoyed all of the show
83. Paper aeroplanes
84. Audience participation
85. Going on to the stage
86. Dancing all around
87. Going to the beach
88. Sleep over places and writing things on
paper aeroplanes to each other
89. Dancing and drama
90. Aprbus
91. Wasn’t e nod poes and drtin
92. Dancing and craming down
93. Unholled
94. Going to the beach
95. Going on holiday

How much have you enjoyed the
performance?  (Please tick the face
below that best answers
that question)

1st Face - 57
2nd Face - 10
3rd Face - 2
4th Face - 2

Any other comments?

1. Double thumbs up
2. Beautiful music
3. Lovely and intimate
4. A little more audience involvement
5. I would like to come again
6. Thank you for this great show.
(Child’s Mother commented; Great
visuals and sounds, wonderful
to have so much interaction.)
7. Yes, I found the performance very
interesting
8. You have to come back soon!
please. Your amazing dance story.
9. No
10. It was very funny and I’m curious
what happens next
11. It was brilliant
12. How many days did it take to
practice?
13. It was fun
14. It gave me a headache, it was too
much to take in
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